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1. The purpose for the following submission is to bring new information not 
yet considered by the Heritage Council in regard to the application for 
heritage listing for Preston Market. 

 
2. The Executive Director’s recommendation of Monday 19 November 2018 

page 25, lists the key references as follows:  
 

‘KEY REFERENCES USED TO PREPARE ASSESSMENT  
Studies and reviews  
Capire Consulting (2018), Preston Market Review Phase One Community Engagement Findings; Phase 
Two, Community Engagement Findings; Community Reference Group Report, Prepared for the Victorian 
Planning Authority.  
Context (2017) Preston Market Heritage Study Volumes 1 & 2, Prepared for City of Darebin  
Context, (2011) Victoria’s Post 1940s Migration Heritage Study Volumes 1, 2 &3, Prepared for Heritage 
Victoria  
Context (2007) Darebin Heritage Study, Prepared for City of Darebin  
Context (2000) Darebin Heritage Review, Prepared for City of Darebin  
GJM Heritage (2018) Peer review of Preston Market Heritage Study Volumes 1 & 2 for VPA  
Heritage Revival (2018) Peer review of Preston Market Heritage Study Volumes 1 & 2 for the City of 
Darebin.  
Lewis, Miles (1988) Two Hundred Years of Concrete in Australia, Concrete Institute of Australia, NSW  
Lovell Chen (2018) Preston Market, assessment of heritage significance.  
Parkin, J (1970) Preston Market: a tilt-up case study in Constructional Review Nov 1970, pp58-61, 
Cement and Concrete Association of Australia  
Online resources  
Hughes, SR and Crisp, BC. Structural Precast Concrete in Melbourne, Australia in Australasian Structural 
Engineering Conference 2008: Engaging with Structural Engineering. Melbourne, Australia.  
Monash University, 16th International Symposium on Tubular Structures, Technical Tour (Arts Centre 
Spire) https://www.monash.edu/engineering/ists16/technical-tour/WT14 (accessed 12 November 2018)  
Victorian Multicultural Commission, Population and Migration, (2016 census data for Victoria) 
https://www.multicultural.vic.gov.au/population-and-registration (accessed 15 November 2018)  
Various newspaper articles (1970) around the opening of Preston Market’.1 
 

3. The article from the Foundations journal of Architecture, Engineering and 
Building, issued 1969 is (not mentioned or cited by any of the assessments 
above) explains the significance of the design and construction of Preston 
Market as a forerunner of a number of creative and technical innovations 
developed in that period and used in later building design.   

 
4. While the Executive Director’s assessment lists various newspaper articles 

(1970) as key references, the Foundations article appears absent for two 

                                                             
1  Recommendation of the Executive Director and assessment of cultural heritage significance under Part 3, 

Division 3 of the Heritage Act 2017, STEVEN AVERY, page 25 
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reasons. One, Foundations is a journal, not a newspaper and two, some of 
the breakthrough construction techniques like the Hot Gal Dip process, 
outlined in the article, are not mentioned or considered in the report.  

 
5. ‘Foundations’ is an independent journal of architecture and engineering. 

It was published by Foundations Architectural Journal; 100 Barkley Street, 
St. Kilda, Victoria from 1959.  Copies are held in a number of libraries in 
Victoria and interstate, including the State Library of Victoria, Deakin 
Library and Darebin Library.  

 

6. The information provided by Pearce et al (1969) is in support of the state 
level of significance of Preston Market in meeting a basic test for the 
following criteria F  and heritage listing as follows ;  

 
CRITERION F  

Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical 
achievement at a particular period.  
 
STEP 2: A BASIC TEST FOR DETERMINING STATE LEVEL SIGNIFICANCE FOR 
CRITERION F  
The nature &/or scale of the achievement is OF A HIGH DEGREE or ‘beyond 
the ordinary’ for the period in which it was undertaken as evidenced by:  
 
• recognition of the place/object as a breakthrough in terms of design, 
fabrication or construction techniques; or  
 
• recognition of the place/object as an outstanding example of the creative 
adaptation of available materials and technology of the period.  
 

7. The following breakthrough technologies are discussed in more detail in 
the accompanying Foundations article and would indicate that their use in 
the Preston Market design and construction are of a high degree of 
creative and technical achievement for the period.  Some were designed 
and developed specifically for the project and were recognized as 
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breakthrough at the time especially in terms of market construction.  
“…blending traditional atmosphere with new design concepts…”2 

 
8. The industry article describes design concepts and construction 

techniques as novel and of the highest expertise.  “Today the market is a 
symbol of this enterprise. It incorporates a construction technique novel to 
Australia, known as Spaceframe, and other facets which indicate planning 
and organization of the highest expertise”3 

 

9. At page 12 the author describes the design as “proving to be the 
forerunner of  completely new range of construction techniques that I am 
sure in years to come will change our whole concept of building” 4 

 

10.  The Executive Directors’ assessment of the new technologies used in the 
unique market design does not recognize three of the technologies 
covered in the Foundations article, namely (a) the hot galvanizing dip of 
the pyramid space frame, (b) fabrication on site, the design of the lifting 
points and load bearing of the tilt up concrete panels and (c) the 
Conditionaire Air Curtains. 

 
11. Pyramid Module Spaceframe Technology was not just an ‘early example’5 

but in the Preston Market design it was introduced to Australia making it 
the first example and ‘beyond the ordinary’, especially for the time. 

 

12.  The Triodetik form with the pyramid shaped units are particularly unique 
in market construction then and now with no other market in Victoria 
using this form of construction to span vast spaces as in Preston Market.   

 

13. The pyramid shaped units were creative adaptations of the Spaceframe 
technology of the time. “The angle and rod pyramid module concept was 

                                                             
2 Preston Market by Barry Pearce, David Rayson and Noel Henderson of Structural consortium Pty Ltd. Dudley St 

West Melbourne. Foundations: the journal of architecture, engineering and building  

vol 70 (1969) p 7-19, page 7.   (see attached document, Appendix 1) 
3 Ibid (page 7) 
4 Ibid (page 12) 
5
 STEVEN AVERY, 2017,  page 10 
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developed in the past 18 months at the Sunshine works, and is an original 
development of the Company”6   

 
14. Comments from Barry Pearce, the principle architect on the project, 

identify the originality of the design, ‘It took significant work to develop the 

Space Grid system, as there were no computer programs for doing such things 

at the time.’7 This was the era of slide ruler calculations, pre-dating both 
the pocket calculator and desktop computer.  

 

15.  Much of the original pyramid construction used in the market buildings is 
still visible and still it proves to be an ‘intriguing optical spectacle from all 
aspects and has an impressive architectural attraction intended for 
buildings of a public nature’8 

 
16.  The image below shows the vast spaceframe technology used without 

the need for columns to support the roof.  The spaceframe technology 
remains intact in most if not all of the original buildings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2018, Internal area with space frame roof structure and inserted stalls.9 
                                                             
6 Pearce et al (1969), page 13. 
7 Email to M Poletti from architect Barry Pearce, 15/12/2018  (see attached document, Appendix 2) 
8
  Pearce et al (1969), page 13. 

9 STEVEN AVERY, 2017, page 28 
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17. As there are no places currently included in the Victorian Heritage 
Register for their use of the spaceframe technology it is critical that the 
unique adaptation of the concept developed for Preston Market by 
Structural Consortium Pty Ltd is protected.   
 

18. While the use of the technology is evident in Collins Place, Melbourne, 
this is a later design, not listed on the Victorian Heritage Register, of 
which Preston Market is a forerunner and a unique example.  

 

19. In fact, the unique design and rawness of the pyramid form in Preston 
Market is a better example, with the exposed concrete walls, of a Brutalist 
form of architecture, more relevant to the period, 1950’s and 60’s 
aesthetic of the time. Brutalist is characterized by simple block-like 
structures that often feature bare building materials like, but not 
exclusively, concrete.   The use of stark geometric designs in Brutalist 
architecture is more purely evident in Preston Market than in Collins 
Place.  By the late 1970’s, when Collins Place was built, the Brutalist 
movement was largely over having given way to Structural Expressionism 
and Deconstructivism.    

 

20. Further to the breakthrough design of the spaceframe technology is the 
addition of the Hot Dip Galvanizing technique used to protect the exposed 
frame from corrosion.  

 
21. ‘ The Preston Market Space Frame roof structure is claimed to be the only 

one of its type in the world, since the units were galvanized after 
fabrication – a distinct advantage over structures whose components are 
galvanized or protected by other methods of fabrication.’10 

 
22.  This makes the roof structure with both the spaceframe and the hot 

galvanized technologies used together world leading and a breakthrough 
in terms of design, fabrication or construction techniques.  The 
combination of the two technologies also makes PM an outstanding 
example of the creative adaptation of available materials and technology 
of the period worldwide, recognized in the architecture, engineering and 
building industry at the time as evidenced in the Foundations journal.  

                                                             
10

 Ibid (page 16) 
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23. The combination of the two technologies has been integral to the 

preservation of the roof structure in original form and condition for 50 
years.    
 

24. There are two key reasons why the tilt-up concrete walls are unique and 
notable in the design and construction of Preston Market; fabrication on 
site and the design of the lifting points.   

 

25. At the time the use of the tilt-up construction in Australia was extremely 
limited. ‘The Preston Market is one of the first buildings in Australia in 
which full use has been made of the tilt-up technique’11 

 

26. Renowned architect Barry Pearce, one of the three principals responsible 
for the design and construction of Preston Market in an email affirmed 
‘The walls of Tilt-Slab concrete, were (to my knowledge) the first to be 

designed in Australia, but there may have been one other example that was 
built just prior to PM construction.’ 12 

 

27.  The Executive Director of Heritage Victoria, Steven Avery in his 
recommendation notes ‘As one of the earliest uses in Victoria of the space 
frame system and tilt-up concrete walls, the construction of Preston 
Market generated interest in the construction industry’13  making it of 
importance at a Statewide level even if ‘…both systems were already in 
use nationally and internationally…’14   

 

28.  Steven Avery, in his recommendation lists the following examples of 
concrete panel construction already on the Heritage Register: 

 Experimental Concrete Houses, Port Melbourne (VHR H1863) 

 Warehouses, 18 and 30 Oliver Lane, Melbourne (VHR H1135) 
 

                                                             
11 Ibid (page 10) 
12 Email to M Poletti from architect Barry Pearce, 15/12/2018 
13STEVEN AVERY, 2017, page 11 
14

 Ibid (page 11) 
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29. While these examples are earlier than Preston Market they do not 
represent groundbreaking use of this technology in Brutilist architecture, 
arguably the height of the form in the use of this construction technique.  

 
30. In the summary of comparisons the Executive Director claims ‘From the 

1970s, the technology became commonplace and there are now numerous 
examples throughout Victoria, many of which were constructed at the 
same time or shortly after Preston Market.’15 This supports the 
significance of Preston Market as a forerunner of the numerous examples 
that follow in the post-Brutilist period.  
 

31. There remains a lack of appreciation of the ground breaking use of the 
tilt-up construction as an example of the early demonstration of the 
versatility of the technique in Preston Market as mentioned in the 
Foundations article. ‘The great versatility of tilt-up construction is clearly 
demonstrated on the Preston Market project.  Features such as triangular 
door heads, cantilevered wing walls, and slotted vent openings, although 
very difficult to form in brick or blockwork, are as easily formed in concrete 
as any rectangular section’16 

 
32. Lifting or tilting–up the precast concrete panels on site was a critical 

aspect of the construction of Preston Market.  Bolt-in lifting eyes, stiff-
arm centering brackets and adjustable spreader beams were all designed 
and developed specifically for the project and are breakthrough 
technological innovations.  

 
33. ‘There can be little doubt that the advances in tilt-up techniques and 

equipment have opened up a new field for the use of concrete in 
building’17 This is an outstanding example of the creative adaptation of 
available materials and technology of the period. 
 

34. Not mentioned in assessment or submissions elsewhere is the early use of 
Brownbuilt U-Form load bearing panels in Preston Market. Described in 
some detail in the Foundations journal.   Approximately 16,000 square 
feet of paneling was used.  The panels were light and designed for easy 

                                                             
15 STEVEN AVERY, 2017, page 24 
16 Pearce et al (1969), page 11. 
17

 Ibid (page 12) 
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lifting and placing in continuous panel chairs which were fixed in the 
concrete floor.   

 
35. A significant difference in use of the form in Preston Market to the 

examples given in the Heritage Victoria assessment18 is that the pre-cast 
concrete walls are load bearing.  Making the example of use in the market 
unique.  

 

36. The original Conditionaire Air 
Curtains are still in place, in the 
deli and meat sections of the 
market, as seen in the photo to 
the right. While not a 
breakthrough technology in the 
build of Preston Market they 
are the best remaining 
examples in Victoria.  Most of 
the buildings described in 
Foundations19, either no longer 
exist or no longer include this 
technology.   
 

37. Broad public understanding and 
appreciation of Brutalist design 
and technologies in Australian 
architecture is contentious.  
Appreciation of Preston Market 
as an example of this period of architecture in Victoria is not yet fully 
developed.    

 

38. In August 1970, Preston Market was official opened by the Deputy 
Premier and Chief Secretary of Victoria, Sir Arthur Rylah.20  There was 
statewide recognition and appreciation of the project as, amongst other 
things, the ‘first market to be built in the state for more than 60 years’21 

                                                             
18 STEVEN AVERY, 2017,  page 16 
19 Pearce et al (1969), page 19 
20 Preston Market PTY. LTD. Official invitation, Opening, page 1   (see attached document, Appendix 3) 
21

 Ibid page 3 
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and that it ‘incorporates some of the most revolutionary building methods 
yet used.’22  

 

39.  Preston Market is an achievement of a high degree and beyond the 
ordinary for the period in which it was undertaken.  There was critical 
acclaim of the breakthrough technologies developed for the project 
within the architecture, engineering and building community as evidenced 
by various newspaper articles, as noted by Steven Avery, and the 
Foundations journal. 

 

40.  There was recognition of the place as an outstanding example of the 
creative adaptation of available materials and technology of the period, 
especially in the development of the spaceframe and tilt-up precast wall 
design.  

 

41. As well as the development of the individual technologies used it is also 
the combination of the breakthrough technologies in the market design 
that makes the place, Preston Market, significant to Victoria, as well as 
Darebin.   

 

42. With respect, I ask Heritage Victoria to protect the market building with a 
heritage listing and direct Darebin Council to apply a heritage overlay. 
Both aimed at preventing building on top of, over or around the market in 
a way that negatively impacts on the readability of the Brutalist 
technologies developed and incorporated in the original building design 
and that remain intact today.  
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